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How does your garden grow? 
 



Week 1 What’s growing in the garden? 
In English this week we are reading a story called the Extraordinary Gardener. We will be writing a description of the 
beautiful plants and flowers from the book. 
In Squirrels this week in Maths we are learning to measure and compare capacity. Y1 Hedgehogs are beginning 
multiplication this week, working on counting in 10s, 5s and 2s. In Shrews, the children will be learning how to measure 
length. 
In Creative Learning the children will recognise deciduous and evergreen trees. Then they will identify and name a range 
of common plants and trees. 
In PSHE children will identify the different members of my family, understand my relationship with each of them and 
know why it is important to share and cooperate. 
In RE this week children will discuss what it means to be kind. Our key question for this half term is, ‘Is it possible to be 
kind to everyone all the time?’ The will think about a time when they were kind even though it was difficult. 
To start Music off this half term, the children will be listening to the song ‘Friendship Song’. First, they will sit and listen 
to the music with their eyes closed, then they will begin to move to the music. 
In I.C.T this half-term we are looking at ‘Making Music’ and ‘Effective Searching’. For our first week we are introducing 
what 2Sequence is and how the software works. 
In PE this half term we are focussing on Athletics. This week our focus is Running. We will begin by looking at sprinting. 
How we can use our arms to help us and how to begin a race. 

Week 2 What are the different parts of a plant? 
In English this week we are reading a story called the Bad Seed. We will be writing a letter to the Bad Seed. 
In Squirrels this week in Maths we are beginning multiplication and counting in 10s, 5s and 2s. Y1 Hedgehogs are 
beginning a unit on Division, making equal groups and sharing equally. In Shrews the children will develop their 
arithmetic skills. 
In Creative Learning the children will name the parts of a plant. They will also name the different parts of a tree. 
In PSHE the children will understand that there are lots of forms of physical contact within a family and that some of this 
is acceptable and some is not. 
In RE children will listen to the story of The Kind Man. They will learn that Jesus taught people to ‘Love you neighbour as 
yourself.’ 
In week 2, for Music, year 1 and 2 will talk about the song ‘Friendship Song’ and answer questions together using correct 
musical language. 



In PE this week as part of our topic on Athletics, we are continuing on running but now working on distance running. We 
will look at how to change our running style depending on the distance and how to turn effectively. 
In I.C.T this week we are adding sounds to a tune and will work on changing the volume of the different background 
sounds. Additionally, children will be asked to depict feelings towards their sounds. 

Week 3 
 

How do seeds and bulbs grow into plants? 
In English this week we are reading a book called Oliver’s Vegetables. We will be writing a recount on Oliver’s week.  
In Squirrels this week in Maths we are beginning a unit on Division, making equal groups and sharing equally. Y1 
Hedgehogs are learning about halves and quarters. In Shrews the children will reinforce their knowledge of the four 
operations. 
In Creative Learning this week the children will observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants. 
They will explain how plants grow and reproduce in different ways. 
In PSHE children will identify some of the things that cause conflict with my friends. 
In RE children will listen to the story of Jesus healing the paralyzed man. They will discuss who showed kindness and 
what message the story gives us. 
For Music in week 3 the children will emerge themselves in musical activities such as vocal warm up games. 
In PE this week as part of our topic on Athletics, we will begin to look at throwing. We will start by using the javelins, 
how to hold them correctly and how to throw them. 
In I.C.T this week we will be uploading sounds from a chosen sound bank to add to their own tune. Once completed, the 
children will upload their own recorded sound to the shareboard for all to see. 

Week 4 How do I keep my plants alive? 
In English this week we are continuing to read a book called Oliver’s Vegetables. We will be making a Healthy Eating 
Poster. 
In Squirrels this week in Maths we are starting a unit on halves and quarters. Y1 Hedgehogs are beginning to learn about 
position and direction. In Shrews this week the children will reinforce their knowledge about fractions. 
In Creative Learning this week children will describe what plants need to survive. Then they will find out and describe 
how plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to grow and stay healthy. 
In PSHE children will understand that sometimes it is good to keep a secret and sometimes it is not good to keep a 
secret.  
In RE children will revisit the key question: Is it possible to be kind to everyone all the time? Jesus tells Christians to be 
kind to everyone. How do they achieve this? Use Activity Sheet 1. Children complete each of the boxes. 



In Music during week 4 the children will refine the skills learnt in week 3 so these are imbedded and deepened ready for 
performance. 
In PE this week as part of our topic on Athletics, we will continue to work on our throwing but this time look at discus. 
Again, we will learn how to correctly hold the discus and how to throw for distance. 
In I.C.T this week we will be completing a quiz about the internet and identifying the basic parts of a web search engine. 

Week 5 
 

ART WEEK – Van Gogh Sunflowers 
In English this week we are reading a book called Katie and the Sunflowers. We will be writing poetry about sunflowers.  
In Squirrels this week in Maths we are learning about position and direction. Y1 Hedgehogs are starting to learn 
numbers to 100, looking at number patterns, partitioning and comparisons. In Shrews the children will learn to solve 
multi step problems. 
In Creative Learning this week children will begin with an artist study looking at Vincent Van Gough. They will then learn 
different brush strokes for painting and how to mix colours. The children will also sketch a variety of sunflowers. They 
then will produce their own version of Van Gough Sunflowers. 
In PSHE children will recognise and appreciate people who can help me in my family, my school and my community.  
In RE this week the children will, after listening to Jesus’ teachings, discuss whether they think they are kind to everyone 
all of the time or is it something they need to work on. How can they be a better friend? Can we work on being kind to 
everyone in our class all of the time? Make a Kindness Charter reflecting how to be kind. 
Finally, in Music, the children will perform and share the song as a class. 
In PE this week as part of our topic on Athletics, we will finally look at jumping. We will look at how to jump from one 
foot to another and how to land correctly. Additionally, we will learn how to jump over hurdles using the correct set-up. 
In I.C.T this week will be able to learn how to read a web search results page and will create a leaflet to consolidate 
knowledge of effective internet searching.  

 


